We report measurements of the optical properties of the 1042 nm transition of negativelycharged Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers in type 1b diamond. The results indicate that the upper level of this transition couples to the m s = ±1 sublevels of the 3 E excited state and is short-lived, with a lifetime of < ∼ 1 ns. The lower level is shown to have a temperaturedependent lifetime of 462(10) ns at 4.4 K and 219(3) ns at 295 K. The light-polarization dependence of 1042 nm absorption confirms that the transition is between orbitals of A 1 and E character. The results shed new light on the NV level structure and optical pumping mechanism.
The negatively-charged Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) center in diamond has received considerable attention in recent years for its unique optical and spin properties. The center has a paramagnetic ground state with long coherence times ( > ∼ 1 ms [1] ), and spin levels can be initialized and detected by optical excitation in a broad range of wavelengths (450-650 nm) [2] [3] [4] [5] and manipulated on subnanosecond timescales [6] by microwave (MW) excitation, all at room temperature. These traits, coupled with the excellent thermal, electrical, and mechanical properties of the diamond host, make NV centers promising candidates for quantum computing [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and ultra-sensitive metrology [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
The NV center is now among the most widely studied defects in a solid [19] , but there still exist open questions regarding its electronic level structure, and the mechanism by which optical excitation produces high spin polarization ( > ∼ 80% even at room temperature) [11, 20, 21] is not fully understood. The ordering and relative energies of all four singlet levels predicted by group theory [22] have not been experimentally verified, and current theories disagree [23] [24] [25] . Since some of these levels are responsible for the optical pumping mechanism of the NV center, a full characterization of their properties is necessary before applications can reach their full potential.
Recently an infrared (IR) zero-phonon line (ZPL) at ∼ 1042 nm was observed after optical excitation at 532 nm [26, 27] . The transition was characterized as a singlet-singlet transition involved in the optical pumping mechanism, but attempts to excite * Electronic address: vmacosta@berkeley.edu it on the phonon sideband were unsuccessful. In this Letter, we study the 1042 nm transition using laser light tuned to the ZPL. We determine the lifetimes of both singlet levels involved in the transition and infer their symmetry character from observed lightpolarization selection rules. The results confirm the role of the transition in optical pumping of the center and give new information on the relative ordering and energies of the singlet levels. Figure 1 depicts the energy level diagram of the NV center. Only experimentally verified levels are shown, though two additional singlet levels have been theoretically predicted [22, 23] . Transitions from the 3 A 2 ground state to the 3 E state can be excited optically with ZPL at 637 nm. At least one singlet level lies close in energy to 3 E, and spin-orbit coupling induces triplet-singlet intersystem crossing (ISC). NV centers in the m s = ±1 magnetic sublevels have significantly higher probability to un- [16] showing a ZPL at 1042.5(3) nm. The sloped background is due to the tail of the phonon sideband of the much-stronger 3 E → 3 A2 transition [26] . (c) Magnetic-resonance spectra of sample S2 for visible (650-800 nm bandpass filter) and IR (1000 nm longpass filter) emission at room temperature under an applied field of ∼ 4 mT. Excitation was with ∼ 1 W of 532 nm light, polarized in the plane of the sample surface. The variation in peak heights can be explained by the pump-light and microwave polarization selection rules [30] .
dergo ISC [4, 5] , and, from symmetry considerations, this suggests that the closest lying singlet is 1 E [23, 25, 28] . NV centers which undergo ISC then decay to another, longer-lived singlet level [26] (ZPL at 1042 nm), after which they cross over predominately to the m s = 0 sublevel of the 3 A 2 ground state [23, 25] . Symmetry considerations predict that this metastable singlet (MS) is 1 A 1 [23] , but recent theoretical calculations [24, 29] contradict this assignment. Figure 2 (a) illustrates the experimental apparatus used for optical characterization of the 1042 nm transition. Two laser beams, a pump (514, 532, or 637 nm) and IR probe (∼ 10 mW at 1042.4 nm), were overlapped and focused with a 1/2"-focallength lens onto the surface of a diamond housed in a liquid-helium cryostat (Janis ST-500). The temperature was measured by a diode located at the base of the cryostat's sample holder. The diamonds used in this work [16] , grown under high-pressurehigh-temperature conditions (HPHT), were irradiated with 3-MeV electrons and annealed at 750 C for two hours, after which they contain ∼ 8-16 ppm of NV -and ∼ 50 ppm of unconverted nitrogen. For absorption measurements, the transmission of the probe beam was spectrally filtered and detected with a Si photodiode. The same detection scheme was employed for fluorescence measurements, except the probe beam was blocked and different spectral filters were used, as appropriate. Figure 2(b) shows the room-temperature fluorescence spectra for two different high-NV-density HPHT samples, S2 and S6, recorded using a monochromator. For the samples and temperature range (∼ 4.4-300 K) explored here, we measure the ZPL to be at 1042.5(3) nm. The IR emission is predominately concentrated in the ZPL [26] , but the integrated intensity is less than visible emission (650-800 nm) by a factor of around 1000, presumably due to competition with a non-radiative decay process [25, 26] .
Here we describe measurements made on S2. Figure 2 (c) shows room-temperature magneticresonance spectra detected in visible and IR emission with a 532 nm pump beam. These spectra can be understood as follows. Optical pumping collects NV centers in the m s = 0 ground-state sublevel. When the frequency of an applied MW field coincides with one of the eight ground-state magneticresonance transition frequencies (see, for example, Refs. [16] [17] [18] [30] [31] [32] ), population is transferred to an m s = ±1 sublevel. Under continuous optical excitation, this results in more NV centers undergoing ISC to the singlet levels, resulting in a decrease in visible fluorescence and an increase in IR fluorescence. Due to a combination of background fluorescence from the phonon sideband of the 3 E → 3 A 2 transition, imperfect spin polarization, and non-zero branching ratio from m s = 0, the contrast of the IR fluorescence magnetic-resonance spectra is only a few percent.
To verify the model in Fig. 1 , wherein the upper singlet is populated indirectly by decay from the m s = ±1 sublevels of 3 E, we observed, via fluorescence, magnetic resonance spectra while pumping resonantly (637 nm) and non-resonantly (514 nm) at 70 K. The pump intensities were kept relatively low ( < ∼ 1 kW/cm 2 ) in order to minimize bleaching [33, 34] . Under both pumping conditions, we found that the intensity ratio of visible emission (650-800 nm) to infrared emission (1000+ nm) was the same (3(1) × 10 3 ), confirming that the upper singlet is populated via the 3 E. Further, the shape and contrast of the IR fluorescence spectra were similar under both pumping conditions, indicating that decay is primarily from the m s = ±1 sublevels. In order to determine lifetimes of the upper singlet and 3 E excited state, fluorescence lifetime measurements were carried out for both the IR and visible emission using the phase-shift technique [35] ( Fig. 3(a) ). When the intensity of the pump beam is modulated sinusoidally with frequency f , the timedependent fluorescence oscillates with a relative phase shift, φ. For decay described by a single timeconstant, τ , which was used to model the visible emission [36] , this phase shift is φ = arctan(2πf τ ). For the cascade decay expected for IR fluorescence (Fig. 1) , we assume that the upper singlet level (lifetime, τ 0 ) is populated only by the m s = ±1 sublevels in 3 E (lifetime, τ 1 ≈ 7.8 ns [37] ), and find φ = arctan(
). Figure 3(b) shows results of the lifetime measurements at zero magnetic field for visible and IR emission, respectively. The pump (514 nm) modulationfrequency was varied and both the pump and fluorescence intensities were simultaneously recorded on separate detectors. The relative phase was determined by fitting both signals and correcting for time delays due to the detection scheme. For visible emission, the ensemble-averaged decay time is found to be 10.0(3) ns. For IR emission, the fitted lifetime of the upper singlet is τ 0 = 0.9(5) ns, which is consistent with the decay being dominated by a nonradiative channel [26] . No temperature dependence was observed for either visible or IR fluorescence lifetimes in the range explored here (4.4-70 K).
The lifetime of the MS level was measured by recording the transmission of 1042.4 nm light after abruptly turning the pump beam off (fall time < ∼ 20 ns), and fitting to a single exponential. Laserintensity-dependent effects were determined to be smaller than the statistical uncertainty by varying both pump and probe laser powers. Figure 3(c) shows the lifetime as a function of temperature, along with fits to the model described below. A substantial temperature dependence is observed; the MS lifetime is determined to be 462(10) ns at 4.4 K and decreases to 219(3) ns at 295 K and 142(6) ns at 450 K. The timescale of this decay is in agreement with the observed timescale for ISC to the ground state [19, 23] , confirming that the lower-energy level of the 1042 nm transition is indeed the metastable state which governs spin dynamics under optical excitation.
As the spontaneous emission rate is independent of temperature, a likely mechanism for temperaturedependent decay is emission stimulated by lattice phonons. Assuming a simple model where decay is dominated by a single channel, the temperaturedependent rate for the N -phonon decay is then given by [38] :
where
is the Bose occupancy for the phonon mode with energy i , and k B is the Boltzmann constant. Figure 3(c) shows fits of Eq. (1) for N = 1 and 2. The fit parameters indicate that the total energy gap between the MS and final state, i i , is 15(1) meV for N = 1 and 118(30) meV for N = 2. We also fit the data to the dominant local phonon modes [26] , modifying Eq.
, where i = {43, 137} meV are the phonon energies, and N [ i ] are the respective degeneracies. While the fit is not as good, it suggests a similarly small energy gap of 129 meV (N [43 meV] = 3 and N [137 meV] = 0). Such a small energy gap is not predicted by current models, where the MS is expected to lie ∼ 700 meV above the 3 A 2 ground state [24] [25] [26] , so further work is necessary to resolve this.
In order to determine the orbital character of the two singlets, we studied the light-polarization selec- Solid lines are fits to a constant and dashed lines are fits to sin 2 (θ − φNV ) + c, where θ is the polarizer angle, φNV is the angle of z relative to the polarizer axis, and c is an offset which takes into account imperfections in light polarization, beam alignment, and selection rules. For the z ⊥k geometry, the sample and polarizer were positioned such that we expected φNV = 90(3)
• , and both of the fitted values of φNV agree with this value to within the uncertainty. (c) Lightpolarization axes for allowed transitions between the singlet levels [39] . The selection rules are identical for both absorption and emission. tion rules for excitation. A magnetic field was applied which split the resonances belonging to each orientation, allowing us to observe the optical response of each NV orientation (Fig. 4(a) ). We modified the apparatus illustrated in Fig. 2(a) , inserting separate linear polarizers for both resonant pump (637.7 nm) and probe (1042.4 nm) beams. Figure  4(b) shows the light-polarization-dependence of the magnetic-resonance contrast under two geometric configurations; where the NV axis, z, was normal to or lying in the plane of polarization, defined by the normal vector,k. For z k , the contrast of visible fluorescence, R vis , is independent of pump polarization angle, and for z ⊥k, R vis approaches zero for polarization along z. This behavior is consistent with the expected polarization selection rules for a E ↔ A 2 transition [30, 40, 41] , where excitation with x and y polarized light is equally allowed and z polarization is forbidden. With pump polarization now held constant at an angle which excited all orientations, we observed the contrast of IR absorption, R ir , with varying probe polarization. The results demonstrate that R ir has a similar polarization dependence to R vis , indicating that both transitions obey the same polarization selection rules. This observation confirms that the 1042 nm transition involves E and A 1 orbitals, as the other possible combinations of singlet levels have different polarization selection rules [39] (Fig. 4(c) ).
We have measured optical properties of the 1042 nm transition of the NV center and determined that the transition plays an important role in the optical pumping mechanism. This knowledge can be used to improve NV-based applications; for example, 1042 nm absorption was recently used in a magnetometer which demonstrated about an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity compared to fluorescence-based techniques [42] . Further work is necessary to determine the relative energies of all four singlet levels and to understand the role of nonradiative decay.
